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Outlook

Can be directional or neutral- depends on the strikes that you use

Long calendar spread has a positive vega- You are getting long implied volatility 

Horizontal implied volatility skew- You are selling an implied volatility in one 
expiration month and buying implied volatility of an option with a different 
expiration month



Strategy Set Up

Long Calendar Spread

Choose a target strike price

Sell an option on a nearer term expiration

Buy an option with the same strike on a longer dated contract



Profit and Loss Chart

The profit and loss is tricky to calculate because both options expire on different 
dates. 

Ex:

Option 1 (DTE 15)

The option with the first expiration date will be worth parity at its expiration- 
depending on the stock price

Option 2 (DTE 30)

The longer dated option will still have DTE and time premium left



Profit and Loss

Which Expiration to Use?

You can calculate the estimated profit and loss using the first expiration date.

After the near term option expires, the strategy is no longer a spread. 

We can calculate the first option value based on the expected stock price. (It will 
be either worthless or in-the-money) If it is ITM the option value is the difference 
between the strike and stock price

The second option we need to estimate the implied volatility of the option to 
calculate the remaining time premium



Profit and Loss

We can use historical data to estimate the implied volatility of the longer dated 
option when the near term option expires

-Based on DTE left

-Starting Point Median IV



Valuation

Is the Spread Expensive or Cheap?

We can use historical data to measure the usual relationship between the 2 
options.

Use historical observations of similar options with same strike distances and time 
differences (in similar situations)

We can take the average spread value as a valuation benchmark

There is a skew between the different options (Horizontal Skew)




